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A

s pro-lifers fully immersed in John Paul II’s
culture of life, we diligently seek to promote
life for every single conceived person. We do so,
because we are compelled to see the person of Jesus
in each and every human being, no matter how
small or large they are, or for how long they have
been in existence. Why? Because the human person is created in the image and likeness of God.
What happens though, when we are faced with a
young woman, (or someone in our own family who
we love very much) tormented by a distracted way
of thinking that is destructive, unhealthy and is
clearly a mental health issue? Do we suddenly find
ourselves thinking that it is okay for a pregnant
mother in such dire circumstances to abort her baby? Is the law correct in this instance?
The New Zealand Crimes Act, 1961 reads:

“

For the purposes of sections 183 and
186, any act specified in either of those
sections is done unlawfully unless, in
the case of a pregnancy of not more than
20 weeks' gestation, the person doing
the act believes—
a. that the continuance of the pregnancy would result in serious danger
(not being danger normally attendant
upon childbirth) to the life, or to the
physical or mental health, of the
woman or girl;

“
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Some would argue that yes, our law is correct.
That no one who suffers so much mental anguish
should be made to carry the child to term. Some
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believe that by ending the pregnancy, the
woman’s mental state will somehow be
saved, or the torments somehow diminished.
But we know that abortion is not going to
end the mental anguish. We know because
countless women have shared their pain after
having an abortion. We know because
countless more suffer alone, silently blaming
themselves and grieving for the little one
they have lost.
So what do we do when we are faced with a
woman suffering terrible mental torment?
Our hearts go out to her, and the wee baby
she carries beneath her heart. We wonder
about their future. When family issues come
into play and there are so many angles of the
situation to look at, with so many agencies
and people involved how do we manage?
When the pressure is on because we are the
only ones who will stand strong behind the
mother and encourage her to stick with it,
what do we do to ensure that she will deliver
safely? How can we assist her implement a
plan that will work for her and for her new
baby and her extended family? How do we
alleviate the stigma that goes with an unstable person giving birth to a probably sick
baby?
We PRAY like we have never prayed before.
We LOVE like we have never loved before.
We WORK like we have never worked be-

fore. We become the hands and feet of
Christ to the mother in her great hour of
need. We show love and acceptance of her
little baby who is born for God’s own special
purpose and we go the extra mile day by day,
sometimes hour by hour, to do the right
thing—to love and protect both mother and
baby.
It is very much on my heart to encourage
each one of our readers who are faced with
particular mental health challenges personally or in your families. I want you to know
that someone is praying for you and that we
do care and we do understand.
If you would like to email or post in your
story or prayer petition we will ensure that it
goes into our private prayer box and book
held at the foot of our altar for daily remembrance in our prayers. Be strong, be proud of
who you are and what you do. The ONE who
suffered the most for us and gave His life for
us embraces our daily suffering in whatever
form it takes. He knows what you go
through and how brave you are to stick to the
wisdom of His church, His love and grace.
Yours in the service of Life,

Colleen Bayer
National Director
Family Life International NZ

Defending life from conception through to natural death.
Family Life International NZ

www.fli.org.nz
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Current Issues in Parliament

T

here are many in our country who are seeking to destroy life, faith and family in an
onslaught which has never been seen before. Led by the homosexual lobby, the attack on marriage and family is coming to a head, threatening to destroy the very heart
of marriage being between one man and one woman, reflecting the Holy Trinity.
Meanwhile, the euthanasia activists are stepping up their campaign, using every available incidence to further their cause. Right now, there are a number of concerning issues that have the
potential to come into Law. Two Private Member’s Bills are discussed on the following pages:
The Marriage (Definition of Marriage) Amendment Bill and the End of Life Choices Bill.

“

The Church teaches
that respect for
homosexual persons
cannot lead in any
way to approval of
homosexual
behaviour or to
legal recognition of
homosexual unions.
The common good
requires that laws
recognize, promote
and protect
marriage as the
basis of the family,
the primary unit of
society.

“

Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith, 2003
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Marriage
Amendment Bill

T

he Marriage (Definition of Marriage) Amendment Bill was submitted by Louisa Wall
(Labour). In the general policy statement of
the draft copy of this bill it states:

“This Bill will make it clear that a marriage is a union of two people regardless
of their sex, sexual orientation, or gender identity. It will ensure that all people,
regardless of their sex, sexual orientation,
or gender identity will have the opportunity to marry if they so choose.”

Make no mistake, this Bill as it stands will legalise samesex marriage in New Zealand.
The Bill passed its first reading in Parliament on Wednesday 29th August with 80 votes for and 40 votes against. It
has now gone to Select Committee stage and everyone is
able to make a submission on the issue. The final day for
making submissions is Friday 26th October, 2012. Go
to fli.org.nz for more information on how to do this. 
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MPs who voted against the
Marriage Amendment Bill
The following MPs did not vote for the Marriage Amendment Bill at its first reading on
29th August 2012. Please contact them and
encourage them to continue to hold this position as the Bill works its way through Parliament.
Shane Ardern (N); Kanwaljit Singh Bakshi (N); David
Bennett (N); Chester Borrows (N); Simon Bridges (N);
Bill English (N); Christopher Finlayson (N); Nathan
Guy (N); John Hayes (N); Phil Heatley (N)); Brendan
Horan (NZF); Colin King (N); Melissa Lee (N); Asenati
Lole-Taylor (NZF);Peseta Sam Lotu-Iiga (N); Tim
Macindoe (N); Tracey Martin (NZF); Todd McClay
(N); Mark Mitchell (N); Alfred Ngaro (N); Damien
O'Connor (L); Simon O'Connor (N); Denis O'Rourke
(NZF); Winston Peters (NZF); Richard Prosser (NZF);
Ross Robertson (L); Eric Roy (N);Tony Ryall (N); Mike
Sabin (N); Katrina Shanks (N); Su'a William Sio (L);
Nick Smith (N); Barbara Stewart (NZF); Lindsay Tisch
(N); Anne Tolley (N); Louise Upston (N); Andrew Williams (NZF); Michael Woodhouse (N); Jian Yang (N);
Jonathan Young (N)

Further reading
Considerations regarding proposals to give
legal recognition to unions between
homosexual persons. Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith. 2003
Same-Sex Attraction: A Catholic Perspective.
Fr Linus Clovis (acultureoflife.wordpress.com)
From the Beginning of Creation

8 Good Reasons to
Oppose the Marriage
Amendment Bill

1The married union participates in

the work of creation and is therefore required to be open to life.

is a “communion of per2Marriage
sons”, reflecting the communion
of persons in the Trinity.
and women, created in the
3Men
image and likeness of God are
made male and female and are
complimentary.
has been elevated to a
4Marriage
sacrament. Christian marriage is
a sign of the covenant between
Christ and the Church.
of religion as well as
5Ministers
marriage celebrants will legally
have to celebrate marriages between same-sex couples.
are implications for all
6There
those involved in wedding services (i.e. photographers, florists,
venues) if they do not provide
that service to same-sex couples.
more children will grow up
7Many
without a mother and a father
which research shows is the most
beneficial family life for children.
door for legalising polygamy
8The
will be opened.

A Pastoral Letter from the Catholic Bishops of
New Zealand to young New Zealanders
Family Life International NZ
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End of Life Choices Bill

D

ebate surrounding the
issue of euthanasia and
assisted suicide is gaining
momentum very quickly
in New Zealand. The fire
has been fanned by several high-profile
court cases where family members
have come before the courts to answer
for charges of assisting in suicide.

The most recent court case was on 13th September, where Evans Mott admitted to helping his
wife, who suffered from multiple sclerosis, find information about euthanasia and acquired the
equipment she needed to end her own life. Mott was discharged without conviction. His case
opens the door for others to participate in assisted suicide without having to face the consequences of their actions.
Family Life International NZ was able to participate publicly in the discussion that arose after
Mott’s court case, with Brendan Roberts representing
us on TV1’s Breakfast show and again on the 6:00pm
news. Many news agencies throughout the world
picked up on our press release which highlighted the
fact that only a few weeks previously, New Zealander’s
had been lamenting our high teen suicide rate.
Part of Justice Courtney’s reasoning was to say that it
was okay for Mott to assist his wife’s suicide because
she would have done it anyway. “Would we stand by a
teen and say ‘go ahead kill yourself, your life is so miserable, here’s the pills, razor or rope to do it’?” was
Colleen Bayer’s response.
People who are suffering, whether it be mentally or
physically, need to be cared for with true compassion,
not a false compassion which sees assisted suicide or
euthanasia as the answer.
Family Life International NZ believes that the Evans
Mott decision is a very dangerous move that has led
New Zealand one step closer to legalising assisted suicide and euthanasia. Any further moves towards these
ends will surely show up just how selfish a society we
truly are.
6

ASSISTED SUICIDE POLL
The poll conducted by
Horizon research asked 2969
respondents - reported to be
a representative sample of
adult New Zealanders - if they
supported or opposed the
assisted suicide in the case of
mentally competent adults
who are terminally ill.
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Maryan Street’s End of Life Choices Bill
seeks to give people “a choice” as to when
and how they die. It is supposed to have
“safeguards” in place to ensure that abuses do
not occur.

There is
some
hope, as
the NZ
Medical
AssociaAt Family Life International NZ, we see the
tion has
parallels between what is happening with this
not
Bill and 35 years ago when the Contraception,
bowed to
Sterilization and Abortion Bill was enacted.
pro-euthanasia lobbyists pressure. The AssoThe same arguments are being put forward by
ciation’s chair, Paul Ockelford said recently
the anti-life campaigners. Their stolen and
that euthanasia would remain unethical in the
wrongfully interpreted rhetoric of compassion,
eyes of the medical profession even if it did
love, choice and rights are beginning to take
become lawful, explaining that “Doctors have
effect on the hearts and minds of the general
a moral contract with society and their papublic.
tients to preserve life and that contract is unPope Benedict XVI wrote an incredible piece derpinned by trust.”
in Spe Salvi on suffering, true compassion and
The End of Life Choices Bill has yet to be
love. He wrote “A society unable to accept
selected from the ballot. Please take this opits suffering members and incapable of helpportunity to let your MP know your position
ing to share their suffering and to bear it
on euthanasia and assisted suicide and ask
inwardly through “com-passion” is a cruel
them to vote against the bill when it is selected
and inhuman society.” (Spe Salvi #38). A
for its first reading. 
fuller excerpt is provided on the next page.

Other Threats Against Life
After-Birth Abortion

Abortion Law Reform

A new term has been coined after Alberto Giubilini and Francesca Minerva argued that killing a newborn baby should be “permissible in
all the cases where abortion is, including cases where the newborn is not disabled".
Their reasoning? Both fetuses and newborns
do not have the same moral status as actual
persons; the fact that both are potential persons
is morally irrelevant and adoption is not always in the best interest of actual people.
In summary, newborn babies are not actual
people, therefore killing them is not immoral.

On 22 July, the United Nations Convention on
the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination
Against Women (CEDAW) asked the NZ Government to reform our abortion laws (making
them more liberal than they already are). So
far no one in the government has taken notice
of this request. However, ALRANZ (Abortion
Law Reform Association of NZ) has taken the
request seriously and is actively calling for
abortion reform. The Family Planning Association NZ has also joined the call for abortion
reform.

Family Life International NZ
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Action and
suffering as
settings for
learning

Hope
The following is an edited excerpt from Spe Salvi (Saved in Hope) by Benedict
XVI. The text is taken from #37, 38 and 39 of this teaching document of the
Church.
37. ...We can try to limit suffering, to fight against it, but we cannot eliminate it. It is when we
attempt to avoid suffering by withdrawing from anything that might involve hurt, when we try
to spare ourselves the effort and pain of pursuing truth, love, and goodness, that we drift into a
life of emptiness, in which there may be almost no pain, but the dark sensation of meaninglessness and abandonment is all the greater. It is not by sidestepping or fleeing from suffering that
we are healed, but rather by our capacity for accepting it, maturing through it and finding meaning through union with Christ, who suffered with infinite love… Christ descended into “Hell”
and is therefore close to those cast into it, transforming their darkness into light. Suffering and
torment is still terrible and well-nigh unbearable. Yet the star of hope has risen—the anchor of
the heart reaches the very throne of God. Instead of evil being unleashed within man, the light
shines victorious: suffering—without ceasing to be suffering—becomes, despite everything, a
hymn of praise.
38. The true measure of humanity is essentially determined in relationship to suffering and to
the sufferer. This holds true both for the individual and for society. A society unable to accept
its suffering members and incapable of helping to share their suffering and to bear it inwardly
through “com-passion” is a cruel and inhuman society. Yet society cannot accept its suffering
members and support them in their trials unless individuals are capable of doing so themselves;
moreover, the individual cannot accept another's suffering unless he personally is able to find
meaning in suffering, a path of purification and growth in maturity, a journey of hope. Indeed,
to accept the “other” who suffers, means that I take up his suffering in such a way that it becomes mine also. Because it has now become a shared suffering, though, in which another person is present, this suffering is penetrated by the light of love. The Latin word con-solatio,
8
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“

39. To suffer with the other and for others; to suffer for the
sake of truth and justice; to suffer out of love and in order to
become a person who truly loves—these are fundamental
elements of humanity, and to abandon them would destroy
man himself. Yet once again the question arises: are we capable of this? Is the other important enough to warrant my becoming, on his account, a person who suffers? Does truth
matter to me enough to make suffering worthwhile? Is the
promise of love so great that it justifies the gift of myself? In
the history of humanity, it was the Christian faith that had the
particular merit of bringing forth within man a new and deeper capacity for these kinds of suffering that are decisive for
his humanity. The Christian faith has shown us that truth,
justice and love are not simply ideals, but enormously
weighty realities. It has shown us that God —Truth and Love
in person—desired to suffer for us and with us. Bernard of
Clairvaux coined the marvellous expression: Impassibilis est
Deus, sed non incompassibilis—God cannot suffer, but he
can suffer with. Man is worth so much to God that he himself
became man in order to suffer with man in an utterly real
way—in flesh and blood—as is revealed to us in the account
of Jesus's Passion. Hence in all human suffering we are
joined by one who experiences and carries that suffering with

It is not by
sidestepping or
fleeing from
suffering that we
are healed, but
rather by our
capacity for
accepting it,
maturing
through it and
finding meaning
through union
with Christ, who
suffered with
infinite love…

“

“consolation”, expresses this beautifully. It suggests being
with the other in his solitude, so that it ceases to be solitude. Furthermore, the capacity to accept suffering for the
sake of goodness, truth and justice is an essential criterion
of humanity, because if my own well-being and safety are
ultimately more important than truth and justice, then the
power of the stronger prevails, then violence and untruth
reign supreme. Truth and justice must stand above my comfort and physical well-being, or else my life itself becomes a
lie. In the end, even the “yes” to love is a source of suffering,
because love always requires expropriations of my “I”, in
which I allow myself to be pruned and wounded. Love simply
cannot exist without this painful renunciation of myself, for
otherwise it becomes pure selfishness and thereby ceases to
be love.

Benedict XVI
Spe Salvi #37

continued on the next page....
Family Life International NZ
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...continued from previous page
us; hence con-solatio is present in all suffering, the consolation of God's compassionate love—
and so the star of hope rises. Certainly, in our many different sufferings and trials we always
need the lesser and greater hopes too—a kind visit, the healing of internal and external wounds,
a favourable resolution of a crisis, and so on. In our lesser trials these kinds of hope may even
be sufficient. But in truly great trials, where I must make a definitive decision to place the truth
before my own welfare, career and possessions, I need the certitude of that true, great
hope of which we have spoken here. For this too we need witnesses—martyrs—who
have given themselves totally, so as to show us the way—day after day. We need them if
we are to prefer goodness to comfort, even in the little choices we
face each day—knowing that this is how we live life
to the full. Let us say it once again: the capacity to
suffer for the sake of the truth is the measure of humanity. Yet this
capacity to suffer depends on the type and extent of the hope that we bear
within us and build upon. The saints were able to make the great journey of human existence in the way that Christ had done before them, because they were
brimming with great hope. 

Jesus
I promise You to submit myself to all that
You permit to befall me, make me only
know Your will.

St Gianna Beretta Molla
1922—1962
10

My most sweet Jesus, infinitely merciful
God, most tender Father of souls, and in
a particular way of the most weak, most
miserable, most infirm which You carry
with special tenderness between Your
divine arms, I come to You to ask You,
through the love and merits of Your
Sacred Heart, the grace to comprehend
and to do always Your holy will, the
grace to confide in You, the grace to rest
securely through time and eternity in
Your loving divine arms.
Amen.
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Courageous
Parenthood
The story of Chiara and Enrico Petrillo

I

t is always encouraging to hear stories of
modern people who have managed to
live their faith courageously. This year
one such woman inspired many – a
mother who had followed in the steps of St
Gianna Molla, postponing treatment for a tumor on her tongue in order that her pre-born
child may have life.

they would give life to their little boy and postpone treatment until after he was born. Francesco was born on May 30, 2011.

Their second child, David, was diagnosed inutero with having no legs. Later in the pregnancy it was discovered that he had conditions that
meant he would not live. Chiara and Enrico
chose life once again for their little boy, baptising him immediately after birth. He died soon
after.

They chose to be courageous parents.

A year later, Chiara succumbed to the cancer
that had ravaged her.

This couple demands respect. Not only did
Chiara and Enrico have to suffer the loss of
their first two precious children, they chose to
Chiara Petrillo (28) and her husband Enrico are
postpone treatment which would have possibly
shining examples of what it means to be open
saved Chiara’s life in order that their little one
to life. Their first child, Maria, was diagnosed
might live. This young courageous couple dein-utero with anencephaly, a condition which
cided to choose life at every turn of their short
meant the baby would have little or no brain.
married life.
Their cherished little girl was born full term
(despite advise to the contrary) and Maria lived They chose life even when it meant great suffering.
for 30 minutes after birth.

They understood that their parenthood began
right at the first moment of conception, when
their little ones were “being formed in secret”.
They understood that a parent loves, protects
and nurtures their child right from the beginning.

Finally, Chiara and Enrico conceived Francesco, a healthy wee boy. But this pregnancy was Chiara and Enrico, courageous parents, faithful
to be marred by the discovery that Chiara had a Christians, true witnesses to the Gospel of Life.
Let us see how we can be courageous too. 
lesion on her tongue. The couple decided that
Family Life International NZ
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Saving

Precious Lives...
Ruth
Ruth is sixteen and pregnant. She is very scared and fragile. Ruth is
not allowed to live with her mother, because her stepfather does not
want her to. She has spent the past year living with different relatives,
this has meant Ruth has not been able to get to school. Our first
meeting was at her place to confirm the pregnancy. Ruth was
quiet at this meeting and she was left a Cradle of Hope Baby
Box, and was encouraged to show the Baby Steps DVD to any
significant person in her life who thought this baby should not be
born.
Ruth was happier at the second visit. The family had looked at the
resources and she was going to have her baby! Ruth needed assistance in
finding a midwife and in applying for the appropriate benefit. This we helped
her do.
As the weeks and months have gone by Ruth has rung whenever her life seems
to be spinning out of control, often in tears. All of Ruth’s practical matters have
been sorted out. She is really a scared young girl who wants her mother but
cannot be with her.
Ruth is now living with her Granddad, who feels sorry for her. Ruth is in a very
good state of mind now, she feels secure. Ruth, and the baby’s young father,
Andrew, have been visiting our Centre where, under the guidance of our volunteer Jean, they have learnt to prepare healthy meals on a budget. She has
also been able to learn about breast feeding and how to hold and bathe her
baby. Ruth is due to have her baby in October. There was a lovely moment
when she proudly showed her ultrasound pictures which had been put in the
frame that came in the Cradle of Hope Baby Box given to her months ago. She
pointed to the Precious Feet that she had pinned to the frame and proudly declared that she was having a son. Now that our midwife has begun her clinics
Ruth can attend a child birth class at our Centre. Your prayers for Ruth are
deeply appreciated. 
12
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Family Life
Crisis Pregnancy Centre

0800 367 5433
NZ-wide service for those facing an unplanned pregnancy.

Wellington Update
Two mums helped by our Pregnancy Centre in Wellington have been safely born this September. One mum has been particularly brave considering her circumstances but is managing well.
The other baby's young parents received a positive pregnancy test just before we closed for
Christmas last year and were delighted. We were able to help them with some things they found
difficult to provide for the new babe and sought prayers when difficulties arose at the end of the
pregnancy. It was relief for the whole family when he was safely born by caesarean. Two more
babies are due in October.
Thank you to all those who support this work with your prayers and donations. It is also a delight to report that we now can provide a similar service in Marlborough. A lovely retired nurse,
Nancy, has offered her support to meet with anyone wanting a pregnancy test or someone to
talk with about their pregnancy. It is amazing to see how doors are opening to extend the work.

Auckland Update
It has been a very busy time for our Auckland Crisis Pregnancy Centre. We have had many
babies born recently, with still more to be born in the coming weeks. We are very blessed to
have a midwife join us, Mary Seong, who has her midwifery rooms at our Centre.
Ruth (whose story is opposite) is 36.5 weeks now and very excited. We are also supporting
Carmelle and baby Providence (born in August) with nappies for the first few months. Dallas
gave birth on August 5th to a little girl named Umaira.
One of our Volunteers is able to help a mother with eight children in South Auckland with parenting and budget advice. Her baby boy is just three weeks
old.
Please pray for Toni, Reona, Pandora, Fira, Krystal, Moana,
Paulette, Tayla and Mary who are in their early pregnancies
that they and their babies will be healthy and safe. 
Family Life International NZ
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very vibrant young girl who has Down syndrome. Dr Dennis encouraged those present to
use the “power of story” in our efforts to promote the dignity of people—born and unborn–
who have Down syndrome.
By What Right are We Human Beings?
Rita Joseph’s talk highlighted the uniqueness
of each human being and their inherent dignity. She articulated the evil of eugenics and the
killing of the unborn child in the womb
through abortion, explaining the role governments and groups play in making it a duty to
abort children with any defects. Rita also
spoke on the history of eugenics and how peon August 4th, about 80 people
ple with Down syndrome and Spina Bifida
attended the seminar hosted by
were selected for euthanasia by the Nazis. HisFamily Life International NZ in
tory is repeating itself as up to 9 out of 10 chilconjunction with Saving Downs dren identified as having these conditions are
“Loving Every Child: Defying Eugenics”.
killed. Mrs Joseph called this a crime against
This seminar was hot on the heels of the anhumanity. The holocaust began with a small
nouncement that the International Criminal
modification of medical ethics and with the
Court will hold a preliminary enquiry into
acceptance that some lives are not worthy to be
New Zealand’s antenatal screening programme lived. Programmes such as New Zealand’s
for Down syndrome and other conditions.
antenatal screening programme, change people’s pattern of thinking towards the survivors
The jam packed day featured guest speakers
of eugenics. Parents of survivors are asked
from Australia and New Zealand, including
why they were not screened and aborted. “It
Alex Snedden, Dr Gary Dennis, Rita Joseph,
Dr Deidre Little, Mike Sullivan, Dr Catherine reduces the person to an object” Mrs Joseph
said. While the Nazi establishment used the
Hallagan, Diane Belcher and Colleen Bayer.
term ‘selection’ to justify their killing of the
I Love My Life
vulnerable, the New Zealand Ministry of
Alex, a 24 year old man who has Down synHealth uses the term ‘choice’. “The right to
drome, shared about his love of life. He talked
choose is fast becoming the duty to choose.”
about living with flatmates he found on
TradeMe, as well as his love of working for
Prenatal Testing and
various people, including his Dad, Bishop Pat How it Links With Eugenics
Dr Deidre Little, a GP in rural NSW, has also
Dunn and the food bank.
provided intra-partum obstetric care for 27
The Power of Story
years. Her presentation began with a history of
The day started with a highly interesting
eugenics reflecting on the driving force behind
presentation by Dr Gary Dennis, a father of a
the Nazi eugenic programme - the

O
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separation of biological power from a moral
sense, and an abandonment of medical ethos.
In fact 44% of medical profession joined the
Nazi party. The next biggest group to join the
Nazi party were lawyers which made up 24%.
In 2004 it became best practice for all obstetricians in New Zealand and Australia to implement screening of pregnant women for Down
syndrome and other conditions. Medical professions who do not offer the screening are
seen to be not following best practice guidelines and could be sued for malpractice.
Dr Little explained in great detail the different
screening results to be expected, the scientific
methods behind them and the fact that the
medical profession accept false positives as
being necessary. The medical profession also
accept high mortality rates after more invasive
testing (such as amniocentesis – 1% and CVS
– 3%), because the so-called benefit outweighs
this cost.
Advocating
for those with Down syndrome
in the Room and in the Womb
Mike Sullivan, from the advocacy group Saving Downs, explained the basis of the case
before the International Criminal Court, pointing out that the New Zealand Government’s
current cabinet paper envisages that 90% of
those women screened for Down syndrome
would abort their unborn child. He articulated that many parents of people with Down
syndrome feel the current antenatal screening
programme devalues their children.
The Spina Bifida Perspective
Diane Belcher, founder of the Spina Bifida
Association of New Zealand gave a very emotional and heart touching personal account of
her ongoing struggles of having a child with
Family Life International NZ

Speakers included (from top left) Mrs Rita
Joseph, Diane Belcher, Dr Deidre Little and
Alex Sneddon.
Spina Bifida. She also shared how pregnant
mothers were being screened for children with
Spina Bifida as routine practice. Diane expressed her deep pain knowing that children
with Spina Bifida are deemed to have little
worth by medical professionals and society as
a whole.
Conscientious Objection for a Health
Practitioner in NZ
Dr Catherine Hallagan, a GP from Wellington
and Chair of the New Zealand Health Professionals Alliance explained that since the time
of Hippocrates in the 3rd Century B.C. medicine has had core ethical values which mar it
out as a moral activity. The practice of medicine assumes a doctor will act in good conscience. The Hippocratic Oath and ethics of
medicine were defined on Judeo, Christian and
Islamic teaching. Conscientious Objection is
the appeal to conscience to refuse to perform
acts that threaten the person’s sense of moral
continued on page 18...
www.fli.org.nz
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...continued from previous page.
integrity. Doctors and nurses, as well as patients, may appeal to conscience in declining to
perform a particular procedure or to undergo
treatment. An employer can not discriminate
against an employee who appeals to one’s conscience. This is clearly stated in three New Zealand acts of parliament: The Contraception,
Sterilisation and Abortion Act 1977, The New
Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 and the Health
Practitioners Competence Assurance Act 2003.
Stories of Hope
Our very own Colleen Bayer, formally
launched the Therese Programme at this seminar as a response to the needs of mothers and
other family members whose unborn family
member has had an adverse diagnosis. Colleen
also spoke of two children whom Family Life
International has been able to help through our
Centre; Benedict, who was to be born with no
brain and was expected to be born still, or at
best gasping for breath (he is now a happy

young boy attending school); and Elizabeth
Therese (whom the programme is named after),
a six-year-old with Down syndrome, heart defects, ADHD, is profoundly deaf and also has a
condition which will see her lose her sight at
some point in her life. You can read more
about the Therese Programme on page 23.
Feedback from the Loving Every Child: Defying Eugenics Seminar has been very uplifting
with people impressed with the calibre of the
speakers and what they were able to learn on
these key issues effecting the lives of the most
vulnerable members of our society. 
DVDs of the
Loving Every Child: Defying Eugenics
seminar can be obtained from
Myriam Media
ph 09 418 3428
More resources can be downloaded
at www.fli.org.nz

Going Viral on
Facebook
This joyous image of
Elizabeth Therese went
“viral” on facebook in
the days surrounding the
Loving Every Child:
Defying Eugenics
seminar. There were
over 3,500 people talking about this image.

facebook.com/
familylifenz
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International Criminal Court Case
Exposing the eugenic nature of NZ’s antenatal screening programme

T

he basis of the complaint is that the
screening programme targets unborn children with Down syndrome and other rare conditions
such as Spina Bifida for birth prevention. New
Zealand is signatory to the Rome Statute, under which the ICC operates. The persecution
of an identifiable group of the civilian population through birth prevention is prohibited
under the Statute. We consider that the Down
syndrome community is protected under these
provisions of international law.
Key aspects of Saving Downs complaint are:



The emphasis is on the intent and consequences of the screening programme;



Genetic screening and selective abortion
is the means of birth prevention;



Birth prevention is funded and facilitated
by the NSU;

90% of unborn children diagnosed with the
condition being terminated. The programme is
promoted and funded by the government at a
cost of $9.4M per year, or around $75,000 per
unborn child diagnosed with Down syndrome.

A preliminary examination by the ICC is the
The Down Syndrome community is being analytical process by which the Prosecutor
targeted through their biological identifi- assesses whether there is a reasonable basis to
cation in-utero and their births prevented; proceed with a detailed investigation.
and
Family Life International NZ would like to
 We are seeking resolution of our comthank Mike Sullivan and the team at Savingplaint without prosecutions.
Downs for their hard work at protecting unThe complaint references Government Cabinet born children who have Down syndrome.



papers obtained under the Official Information
Act stating the outcomes of the programme
will be a reduction in the number of births of
people with Down syndrome, with around

Family Life International NZ

This article is taken straight from the Saving
Downs website, you can find more information on the ICC case there.
www.savingdowns.com

www.fli.org.nz
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S

creams of delight could be heard echoing through St Joseph's
School hall in Takapuna for Lifefest 2012. About 350 people
attended, including groups from as far away as Hamilton.

Father Stan Fortuna, a foundation member of the Franciscan
Friars of the Renewal in New York, entertained and inspired the crowd. Preaching and
singing, he covered the topics "U Got 2 Pray" and "U Got 2 Love". Thunderous applause resonated at the conclusion of each of his performances.
"You came from love, you were made to love, and you will go to love" Fr Stan said. In
one of his songs he used the acronym, "Family" which means, "Forget About Me I Love You".
This is an updated version of one of his older songs.
The theme of Bishop Pat's talk was "U Got 2 Have Faith". He said that a large part of New
Zealanders don't believe in God, reminding those present to be a light to the world. He stunned
everyone when he admitted to doubting the very existence of God when he was young.
The Sacrament of Reconciliation was offered to those present by Bishop Pat and several other
priests who so selflessly gave their time to provide this sacrament.
Attendees were entertained with song and dance by Eli Moore, pianist and singer, the Mother
of Divine Mercy Youth, Elana Siljic (Carmel College), Onehunga Parish Youth Choir and
Youth for Christ. Praise and Worship was led by Youth For Christ. There were vocation testimonies, including Florina from the Missionaries of Charity, who beamed with joy as she shared
her experience of discerning her vocation, and Fr Ronan Murphy who told us
how a miraculous encounter with Mary led him to Jesus and the
priesthood.
One of the mums whom FLI has helped, also shared her heartwrenching testimony. Speaking from personal experience, she
stressed that abortion was not the answer.
After the event, the youth and young adults over-flowed with
enthusiasm as some sang and danced with joy in the parking lot!
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T

he morning following Auckland’s Lifefest, Fr. Stan arrived safely in Wellington to launch into his second Lifefest. He was warmly welcomed by
Bishop Viard College’s deputy head boy, Michael Terawasi. Everyone then
joined in singing, KaWaiata, in honour of Our Lady.

Fr. Stan has great rapport with young people. Blessed John Paul II said, “Much imagination is needed today if we are to learn about how to speak about the faith.” What an
example Fr Stan is; he combines his music, humour, humble down-to-earth living, and
lively preaching to inspire faith. Quoting, Pope Benedict
XVI’s words, he invited the young people to “think big
and have the courage to dare;” encouraging them all to
follow Christ in their unique way. Then, quoting Pope
Paul VI, he reminded those in attendance who were
older of our responsibility to aid youth in their
journey of faith, “Youth will not fail the Church if
within the Church there are enough older people able
to understand it, to love it.”
The day included three vocation stories. Aaron and
Maria Boddington were a lot of fun and stressed the
importance of making the decision to love everyday in
marriage: “choose to love and then the emotions will follow, not the other way around.” Fr
Matt Crawford S.M., on his journey to the priesthood, and, Sr. Milada, on her call to religious
life, were extremely engaging and both beautiful examples of daring faith.
Clare spoke on the work on FLI and challenged the attendees to defend life irrespective of how
long it takes to overcome the culture of death.
In between some of the talks the amazing Angela and Diana from the
Jesus4Real Camps got everyone moving to music. The combined youth
groups of Holy Family parish ended the programme with two rousing
songs sung with enthusiasm and great harmony.
The climax of the day was Mass celebrated by Fr Stan. No
one wanted the day to end and many have forwarded
messages of gratitude for his visit. Repeatedly we
are hearing that it was a day of joy, encouragement
and that seeds were planted in the hearts of many of
those present. 

Family Life International NZ

www.fli.org.nz
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October is

Respect Life Month
What can you do to promote life, faith and family?

“

The challenge is to
make the church's
yes to life
concrete and
effective. The
struggle will be
long, and it needs
each one of you.
Place your
intelligence, your
talents, your
enthusiasm, your
compassion and
your fortitude at
the service of life!
Have no fear. The
outcome of the
battle for life is
already decided,
even though the
struggle goes on
against great odds
and with much
suffering.

W

hile it would be great if we all could spend 24
hours every day promoting a culture of life in
New Zealand, the reality is, most of us do not
have the time or the resources to be actively
lobbying, writing online, producing literature and counselling
women facing an unwanted pregnancy. However, there are always things that you can do to promote life. In this Respect Life
Month, you may find that you can step up your usual offerings
for these four short weeks. Here are some suggestions:
 PRAY PRAY PRAY. This is a spiritual battle. It will only
be won through prayer and fasting. All other efforts pale in
comparison to this mighty weapon.
 Ask to place literature in your local library. FLI can provide
you with literature as well as advertising materials for our Crisis
Pregnancy Centres in Auckland and Wellington.
 Cook a meal (or more) for a family who is expecting a baby
or who has just had a baby. Help out with the laundry or cleaning.
 Keep up to date with what is going on in the media and in
politics. Stay informed and know the reasons behind why things
like same-sex marriage, abortion, IVF, euthanasia and assisted
suicide are wrong, so that you can give account for your beliefs.
 Visit the elderly, the sick, the disabled. Just be a friend.
 Consider with your husband or wife if God is asking you to
welcome another child into your family.
 Donate baby clothes, nappies, equipment and mother’s pampering products to our Family Life Crisis Pregnancy Centres.
The items are always needed and very much appreciated by the
women and girls we see. 

“

Blessed John Paul II
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O

ver recent years, Family Life International NZ
has seen an increase in contact from families
where the unborn family member has had an
adverse diagnosis.

An adverse diagnosis can be one which is life-limiting and
the baby is expected to be born still or to not live long after
birth, or the diagnosis may be one of intellectual or physical
impairment. It is standard practice for the medical professionals to offer termination in these situations. Often the
family members, usually parents and/or grandparents are
unsure as to what to do.
In response to this increasing need, we have developed the
“Therese Programme”. Administered through our Crisis
Pregnancy Centre, we are able to provide the following services so that families can love, protect and nurture their unborn child:

Supporting
families
after an
adverse
prenatal
diagnosis

Advocacy
We can advocate for you ensuring that the best interests of
you and your unborn baby are always met.
Support and friendship
Sometimes all you need is a listening ear. We will be there
for you when you want to talk about anything that is troubling you.
Access to information
We can help you find out more about your baby’s condition
and how best to care for him her.
Introduce you to other families
There is nothing better than being able to talk to someone
who has already walked your path. We will do our best to
find others who have had similar experiences to you.
Perinatal hospice
A perinatal hospice approach walks with families on their
journey through pregnancy, birth and death, honouring the
baby as well as the baby’s family. It is a way of caring for
continued on page 26...

Family Life International NZ

www.fli.org.nz
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project rachel
Family Life International NZ administers the
Project Rachel healing ministry on behalf of
the Auckand Catholic Diocese. This ministry
enables those who have lost a baby through
miscarriage, still birth or abortion to have the
opportunity for healing.
Are you grieving the loss of a child due to a
miscarriage, ectopic pregnancy, still-birth,
abortion or IVF? We also want to recognize
the heartache that can arise from placing your
child for adoption. We offer you, parents and
family members, the opportunity to
acknowledge and grieve your loss and to
lovingly remember your dear baby during a
special Mass of consolation, hope and
healing.

“Remembering Our Babies” A Mass of Consolation, Hope and Healing
Wednesday 17th October 2012
St Francis and Therese Church Pt Chevalier 7:30pm
There will be a light supper and fellowship in the Parish Hall afterward.
Call Pauline on 0800 111 811 or 09 629 4360 for more information.

“

I had 2 abortions; one when I was 17 and the other when I
was 22. I lived with the pain and depression caused by those mistakes for
over 27 years. I spend most of that time trying to deny that I had any lasting
problems from those procedures. During this time I suffered major depression and suicidal thoughts. I felt like I wasn’t worthy to be anyone’s friend or
even to be alive. It wasn’t until I heard someone from Project Rachel tell her
story. My husband and I were in our car coming home and I began crying
along with the lady on the radio and I knew right then that I needed to
grieve and mourn the death of my two children. I contacted Project Rachel
and went to a retreat to heal. It was the most extraordinary experience I
have ever experienced and I now feel forgiven by both God and myself.

“
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Strategic Laws that Protect Life

O

n 22nd August, Family Life International hosted two US attorneys
in Auckland for a one-off bioethics seminar at Good Shepherd
College. Nikolas Nikas, is the President, and
Dorinda Bordlee, Vice President, of the Bioethics Defense Fund. The event drew several
priests, nuns, and five senior students from
McAuley College.
The motto of the Bioethics Defense Fund,
“law in the service of life" means that they use
the full spectrum of law to promote a Culture
of Life.

of abortion is that it destroys an innocent human being and is completely and utterly immoral. But when that argument won't work,
how about your health?
Dorinda Bordlee explained that the main reasons behind a woman or girl seeking an abortion tended to be related to family. Pressure
from the boyfriend or parents was a top reason, however, not wanting to hurt or disappoint family was also a very important reason.

Viewing themselves as educators, not just lawyers, whenever filing a law suit, or seeking to
pass a law, they are teaching the judge and the
legislators pro-life principles. Using a natural
law approach, a law of reason, they believe
that “Faith and reason work together because
there is only one truth”.
“60-70 years ago the Western world held a
sanctity of life ethic. If you were a human being you were protected in law and in medicine... it was enough that you were a human
being, the law would protect you. Our inherent
worth is that we are human, not that we are of
use” Nikolas said.
He went on to explain that “with legalised
abortion and physician assisted suicide we
have shifted from a sanctity of life ethic to a
utilitarian ethic. Utilitarian ethic says you have
value only if you are of use. So if you are a tax
-paying productive, useful member of society,
you will be protected”.
They advised that in dealing with secular society and the media, we need to use rational arguments based on medicine and science. This
is not to forget that the fundamental problem
Family Life International NZ

Referring to a book entitled “Abortion is the
Ultimate Exploitation of Women”, she showed
how the early feminists saw that the ready
availability of abortion would facilitate the
sexual exploitation of women.
The attorneys also reminded the audience there
is hope: it took 246 years to wipe out slavery
in the USA and a further 99 years to make
racial discrimination illegal. Our fight against
legalised abortion is only 40 years along. Everyone can help even if only by prayers and
donations.
Nikolas and Dorinda are keen to return to New
Zealand, especially to speak to lawyers who
are pro-life. If you are interested please contact
Family Life International NZ as Nikolas and
Dorinda would like to correspond with you. 
www.fli.org.nz
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Please join us in celebrating

life, faith and family
Saturday 27th October, 2012
Holy Mass celebrated by Bishop Pat Dunn
Music led by The Mother of Divine Mercy Choir and
Christ the King Catholic School students.

Christ the King Catholic Church
260 Richardson Rd, Owairaka, Auckland

11:00am
Followed by the

Dedication and Blessing of Auckland’s new John Paul II Centre for Life
569/569A Richardson Road, Mt Roskill South
and Open Day with lots of food, celebration and fun!
Concluding with Benediction at 2:30pm
in our new chapel of the Annunciation,
the heart of the John Paul II Centre for Life.
To help us plan for the event, please RSVP.
RSVP October 20th 2012  ph 09 629 4361  email col.fli@xtra.co.nz
...continued from page 23
the pregnant mother, the baby, the father, and all involved with dignity and love.
Meeting practical needs for you and your
family
We will endeavour to meet all your practical needs
during this time.
For more information about the Therese Programme,
or to discuss options after an adverse prenatal diagnosis please phone our Option Line 0800 367 5433.
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Spring Clean of FLI NZ’s
Friends of Life Database
The time has come for a spring
clean of our database!
Please check that we have your
contact details correct.
If there is a problem please
contact us (details on page 2)
or use the reply form enclosed.
Thank you for your support!

Family LIFE

Upcoming
events
Auckland
“Remembering Our Babies” A Mass of Consolation, Hope and Healing
Wednesday 17 October 2012 
St Francis and Therese Church, Pt Chevalier, 7:30pm
There will be a light supper and fellowship in the Parish Hall afterward.
Call Pauline on 0800 111 811 or 629 4360 for more information.
Pro-Life Mass, Dedication and Blessing of John Paul II Centre of Life and Open Day
Saturday 27 October 2012
Beginning with Holy Mass celebrated by Bishop Pat Dunn at Christ the King Catholic
Church, 260 Richardson Road, Owairaka at 11:00am.
Followed by the Dedication and Blessing of the new John Paul II Centre for Life and an
Open Day with lots of food, celebration and fun!
The day will conclude with Benediction at 2:30pm in the Chapel of the Annunciation.
John Paul II Centre for Life, 569 / 569A Richardson Road, Mt Roskill
Family Fun Day
Sunday 3 February 2013
A day of fun, music, games, blessing of children—born and yet to be born. Celebrate
life. Celebrate faith. Celebrate family.
Franciscan Friary, Hillsborough Road, Hillsborough
Sonography Training by Dr Shari Richards
February 2013
John Paul II Centre for Life, 569 Richardson Road, Mt Roskill
South
Crisis Pregnancy Centre Training
February 2013
Venue to be announced.
For more information or to register for any Auckland events
contact brendanr.fli@xtra.co.nz or phone 09 629 4361.

Wellington
Vigil for the Unborn
Friday 12 October 2012
Commencing with Mass at 7:00pm at St Anne’s Catholic
Church, Newtown. Concludes at 9:00pm. Come and help a
great prayer for life rise up from Wellington.
For more information or to register for any Wellington events
contact clare.fli@xtra.co.nz or phone 04 237 8343.
Family Life International NZ

www.fli.org.nz

Stay informed
by following
Family Life
International NZ
on-line
Follow our blog
acultureoflife.
wordpress.com
Sign up for monthly
emails at
fli.org.nz
Like us on
facebook.com/
familylifenz
Follow us on twitter
@familylifenz
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Books and Bibles
Sunday and Weekday Missals
Gifts for all occasions
Including Baptism,
First Communion and Confirmation
Pro-life and
Theology of the Body Resources

catholicgifts.co.nz

F

amily Life

CATHOLIC GIFTS

All proceeds go to Family Life Crisis Pregnancy Centre.

John Paul II Centre for Life
569 Richardson Rd
Mt Roskill, Auckland
09 629 0820 fli.shop@xtra.co.nz

Open: Tuesday to Friday
9:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 1:00pm

Family Life International NZ
www.pregnantandworried.org.nz

